The Advanced Photon Source (APS) has 26 insertion devices (IDs) installed in the 7-GeV electron storage ring. These devices, most of which are 3.3-cm-period undulators, use two horizontal permanent magnet structures positioned over a straight vacuum chamber. A support and drive mechanism allows the vertical gap between the magnet structures to be varied, thus changing the xray energy produced by the ID. Very precise control of the x-ray energy produced and a sharp peak at a specific energy are possible with the undulators, due to precise control of the gap at each end of the magnet structure. The gap can also be tapered from one end to the other, for users desiring a broader energy spread.
Most of the IDs use a drive scheme with two stepper motors, one driving each end. The upper and lower drive mechanisms are synchronized with chains. Our experience in almost five years of operating this system will be discussed.
All of the IDs are in continuous operation for approximately 10 weeks at a time. Most of this time the devices are under direct control of the beamline user, either through manual input to a control computer or through direct computer control synchronized to other beamline equipment. Reliability of operation is of paramount importance, as access to the storage ring for servicing of a single ID inhibits operation for all users. Our experience in achieving highly reliable ID operation is reviewed.
Accuracy of operation and repeatability over time are also vital. To this end, these devices use absolute optical linear encoders with sub-micron resolution for primary position feedback. Absolute rotary encoders are used as a backup to the linear encoders. The benefits and limitations of each type of encoder, and our experience dealing with radiation and electrical noise are reviewed.
The insertion devices operate down to gaps as small as 8.5 mm and with clearances over the vacuum chamber as small as 200 microns. The vacuum chamber has a minimum wall thickness of only 1 mm. A number of levels of safeguards are used to prevent contact between the magnet structure and the vacuum chamber. These safeguards and their evolution after gaining operational experience are presented. Submitting author: J. Grimmer, e-mail: grimmer@aps.anl.gov
